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Gas Boiler with up to 90% AFUE 

Performance™90
Boiler

As an ENERGY STAR®

partner, Carrier Corporation 
has determined that the 
Performance 90 boiler meets 
ENERGY STAR guidelines 
for energy efficiency.



Leaders in
Technology

Our integrated boiler control provides

responsive heating and reliable 

operation. You can relax and enjoy

the comfort with confidence.

Reliable Comfort Control

Fast, Efficient Heat Transfer
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When you want heat, you want it now.

That’s why the cast-aluminum heat 

exchanger is a great choice for your

comfort. This component transfers

heat three times faster than cast-iron

heat exchangers and provides 

efficiency that helps reduce your 

utility costs.
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Always look for these symbols, the
home heating industry seals of certified
performance, efficiency and capacity.

Uncompromising Quality
Industry leadership for more than 100 years doesn’t happen by accident. Carrier

has maintained its position and reputation through diligent, uncompromising 

quality control at every stage of a product’s life – from concept to completion.

Once our product is installed at your home, you can be confident that durable

construction and built-in reliability features ensure your comfort for years to come.

To the original owner, the Carrier Performance 90 boiler is covered by a 10-year

parts limited warranty. The limited warranty period is five years if

not registered within 90 days of installation. Jurisdictions where

warranty benefits cannot be conditioned on registration will 

automatically receive the registered limited warranty period. 

See warranty certificate at carrier.com for complete details and

restrictions. Be sure to ask your Carrier dealer about optional

labor warranties.

10
YEAR
LIMITED
WARRANTY

Limited Warranty

Innovation and the
Environment

Over 100 years ago, a humble but 

determined engineer solved one of

mankind’s most elusive challenges by

controlling the indoor environment. A

leading engineer of his 

day, Dr. Willis Carrier would

file more than 80 patents

over the course of his 

career. His genius would

enable incredible advancements in

health care, manufacturing processes,

food preservation, art and historical 

conservation, indoor comfort and 

much more.

Carrier’s foresight changed the world 

forever and paved the way for over a

century of once-impossible innovations.

Yet in addition to being an accomplished

inventor, he was also an avid outdoors-

man. Carrier recognized the power and

beauty of the natural environment. This

appreciation of our world and its 

resources continues to guide Carrier 

Corporation today. We will never rest on

our accomplishments, but instead 

consistently look for ways to improve our

products, our environment and our world.  

The Performance™ 90 boiler continues

the Carrier story with energy-conserving

efficiency and reliable comfort you can

enjoy for winters to come.

What Efficiency Means to You
You can compare efficiencies of different boilers by checking the AFUE (Annual

Fuel Utilization Efficiency) ratings. Using these ratings is a lot like

miles per gallon for your car – the higher the number, the more

efficient the product and the greater potential for savings. The

Performance 90 boiler delivers up to 90% AFUE to potentially

reduce your energy costs.
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